The University of Hamburg is divided into a total of eight faculties, which are again divided into different departments.

Each department has its own management and contact person for questions about studying, Erasmus and exams.

In addition, there is an administration at the University of Hamburg, which takes care of all students together (RRZ, Campus Center, and Department of International Affairs).
ESA East (Ost)
Institute of Asia-Africa-Sciences with library
S-Bahn Dammtor:

Connects to U1 U-Bahn

Buses 4&5 take you to campus

Lines S11, S21 and S31 stop here
Other stations:

- U2/U3: Schlump
- Bus: 4 or 5
- U1: Hallerstrasse
- U1: Stephansplatz
Alsterterrasse 1

- Campus Center
- Psychological Advising
- Some classes of Asia-Africa-Institute
ESA – Main Building
• Universität Hamburg celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2019
• Citizens of the city of Hamburg decided to found it in 1919, making the university one of the first democratic universities in Germany
• ESA stands for Edmund-Siemers-Allee. Edmund Siemers (1840 to 1918) was a wealthy businessman and shipowner who created the Main building in 1911 donated to the then still free lecture program "General Lecture System". His bust can be seen in the entrance hall
• Until 1889, this main building was replaced by an exhibition hall designed in the studio of the architect of the Eiffel Tower – Gustave Eiffel.
• The main building of Universität Hamburg is now used by all faculties and includes several lecture halls.
ESA West
Faculty of Law (Rechtshaus)

- Exists since the beginning of the founding of the University of Hamburg in 1919
- Approx. 4,400 students per year
- Lecture halls and very popular library with long opening hours (but only for law students during the exam period)
Law Faculty library

Most popular library on campus with long opening hours

- Access with your library card
- Workplaces in the library
Opposite to Faculty of Law:

Bike rent and repair station
You can fix your bicycle here for free, if you do it yourself, they provide all the tools
RRZ (IT-Service)

- The RRZ offers IT service (WLAN at the university, contact point in case of problems with the user ID of the university, software for students)

- Unfortunately not open due to the pandemic. In case of problems, you can contact the RRZ-ServiveLine by mail.

rrz-serviceline@uni-hamburg.de
AudiMax

Hamburg's largest lecture hall

(1674 seats; can be divided into 2 lecture halls)
Information about the building
(Philoturm/Überseequartier)

- Departments of Philosophy; history; Language, Literature and Media I & II
- The libraries are now located at Überseeering 35, also known as Ü 35.
  - In Ü35 there are also libraries (reference libraries)
  - Workplaces in the libraries
Infos about the building (VMP 8)

• Faculty of Education
• Martha Muchow Library
• Reference library (loan options may be possible)
• Workplaces in the Library
• 5th floor: Media Centre of the Faculty
  - Advice and service on e-learning

• Café Campusblick
Why is there a network of paths and orientations on campus?
Allende-Platz

Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences (WiSo) (Departments of Socialeconomics, Sociology and Political Science)
• Library on the 3rd and 4th floor
• Bags, jackets, etc. must be closed in the lockers in the foyer
• You can also book group study rooms (online on the website of the department

• Gender-neutral toilets
• T-Stube: Information on left-wing political and queer topics or events
• Here is also the All Women* Unit
AP2: Institute of Soil Science and its library
Martin Luther King Platz

- Faculties and libraries of chemistry and Biology
- Next to a zoological museum with no entry fee
Geomatikum

- Holds several tutorials and many other courses for natural sciences
- If you study natural sciences, you will have at least one event in here every semester
- Near the U-Bahn U3, Schlump
Rentzelstraße 17

- PIASTA offices
- Events and seminars
- Also offering plenty of online events throughout the semester, always free of charge
- Holds counselling for international students
Department of Socialeconomics (WiSo)
- Picture on the wall against forgetting on the subject of "Jewish life on the Grindel" at the time of the Nazi regime
- To the right of this is Institute of Psychology

Café Knallhart: from various stud. Groups managed: Culture & Politics.
Cheap food for a donation
WiWi-Bunker (VMP 5)

- Many courses of the faculties Economics and Social Sciences and Business, also Psychology
- Library on the first floor (no bags, just water, take a locker card from the info desk)
- Haspa-ATMs (at the entrance to Campusmensa)
Inside the Wiwi-Bunker:

- Sprachenzentrum-office
- Administrative offices
- Blood donation station

AStA - Foyer

- Gender-neutral toilets
- Changing and breastfeeding room
- Info-Café
Grindelallee

- Old Jewish quarter, many cafes and restaurants with good and cheap lunch
- Stumbling stones (Stolpersteine)
- Copy shops on Grindelallee, beautiful bookshops
- Bus stops Line 4,5 Staatsbibliothek and Grindelhof

BeSi (Beratungszentrum Soziales und Internationales)
- Here you can get advice on the topics of social affairs, international affairs, housing and student financing
- Office hours currently only by phone or video conference (booking online in advance)
- Telephone office hours and more information online
- The Bafög office for the surnames A-H is also located here, for the others in Nagelsweg 39 (near the main station)
Stabi – State Library

- Largest library with books, essays and media from all disciplines
- Lockers on the ground floor and on the 1st floor (currently not necessary)
- Information counters, reading rooms, group workstations
- Self-lending centre on the ground floor, but sometimes you have to pre-order the books
- Access only with your library card
- Luca App
Canteens
Campusmensa, Schweinemensa and Schlüters
Thank you for your attention!

Time for questions 😊